Quiz 2 – Brave New World Chapters 8-14

**Read the instructions!**

**Definitions (K):** Read the sentence given to you and use any clues present in the sentence to develop a definition for the word that is underlined. ( /10)

1. You are a part of the royal court and are of high **magnanimity**!

2. “I wanted to do a bit of **propaganda**; I was trying to engineer them into feeling as I felt as I wrote the rhymes. Ford!”

3. One can only guess the outcome of their **predestination**.

4. She walked around the room in a **pneumatic** way.

5. Their plan of action was so absurd that it was **inconceivable**.

6. The DHC spoke down to Bernard in a **patronizing** tone.

7. A man can smile and smile and be a villain. Remorseless, treacherous, **lecherous**, kindless villain.

8. But, reconciled by his success he yet refused to **forego** the privilege of criticizing the order.

9. A click; the room was darkened; and suddenly, on the screen above the Masters head, there were the **Penitentes** of Acoma **prostrating** themselves before Our Lady….

10. “Whatever *is* he saying?” said a voice, very near, distinct and shrill through the **warblings** of the Super-Wurlitzer.
Short Answer (C/I):
Choose 3 out of the 4 questions to answer. Answers must be ½ to 1 page in length, double spaced, and on a piece of lined paper. *A bonus mark will be awarded for any additional opinions that reflect a critical analysis of the situation posed in the question.* ( /10)

1. Discuss the inner conflict Mustapha Mond has with not publishing “A new theory of biology.” (3 marks)
2. Discuss reasoning behind why Linda was given unlimited Soma and left to die? (3 marks)
3. Define and discuss ‘culture shock’ and how John experiences it. (3 marks)
4. Explain and give reasons why the terms “mother” and “father” are repulsive to those in London in Brave New World. (3 points)